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• Artifact SETI 
Signatures of advanced civilizations in astronomical data: 
- some potential examples e.g. KIC 8462852, 
- as instruments improve, detection becomes more likely, 
- are ET signatures already present as artifacts in our 

data?

• SETI with ALMA 
ALMA is a fantastic new sub-mm radio telescope: 
- communication SETI at THz frequencies,  
- waste heat emission from energy efficient civilizations. 



Artifact SETI
Effects of advanced civilizations (or civilizations with heavy energy 
demands) will be easiest to detect e.g. Kardashev Type III/II:
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Zachrisson et al. 2015
Annis 1999. 

Looking for outliers in well known 
galaxy scaling laws e.g. Tully-Fisher:

Kardashev 1964
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Another global scaling law for galaxies:

van der Kruit 1970, Yun, Carilli & Condon 2001



Another global scaling law for galaxies:

Again outliers are interesting…Yun, Carilli & Condon 2001

Potential Type IIIs

L60

Garrett 2015

Different galaxy types…

q=log(LIR/Lradio)



Why outliers are interesting… Potential Type IIIs

L6
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 galaxy types…

First and second laws of thermodynamics… 



Another global scaling law for galaxies:

Again outliers are interesting…Yun, Carilli & Condon 2001
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No evidence for Type III

 “hot tech” civilizations 



VLA 1.4GHz 
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VLA 

=> technique can be extended to transition Type II/IIIs:

- FIR/MIR-radio correlation holds on sub-galactic (kpc) scales (Murphy et al 2006)…



What about Type I-IIs ?

Kepler KIC 8462852 light curve - Tabby’s star Kepler

Comet ? Type II - Alien Megastructure (DS) ?

Boyajian et al. 2015
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“THz (sub-mm) SETI: beyond the water hole”

Siemion et al. 2015

Cosmic Atmosphere

- Disadvantages:



- Disadvantages:
- - sources rel. low power & poor efficiency 

due to RF breakdown
- - atmospheric absorption

ALMA



- Future examples - space communications (Hwu et al 2013):



“THz (sub-mm) SETI: beyond the water hole”

Siemion et al. 2015

Interesting region of e-m spectrum for communication 
SETI searches ? 

- Rapid progress in THz 
technologies:

- - large bandwidth & resolution
- - physical size/weight/mobility
- - limited RFI, sparse occupation
- - non-ionising
- - unimpeded by dust, gas etc.  
- - covert advantages…

Cosmic Atmosphere

- Current disadvantages:
- - sources rel. low power & poor efficiency
- - atmospheric absorption

- Disadvantages:



- Future examples - wireless energy transfer e.g. Benford & Benford 2016.



- Disadvantages:
- - sources rel. low power & poor efficiency 

due to RF breakdown
- - atmospheric absorption

ALMA

ALMA: 𝜎 ~ 50 √(Δν/t)   Jy at 100 GHz (3mm).

SKA-1: 𝜎 ~ 2 √(Δν/t)   Jy at 1.4 GHz (20 cm).



ALMA

SKA-1: 𝜎 ~ 2 √(Δν/t)   Jy at 20 cm.
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ALMA

SKA-1: 𝜎 ~ 2 √(Δν/t)   Jy at 20 cm.
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ALMA
Band 3

ALMA
Band 9

For narrow band signals large doppler 
corrections to be solved for…



Why outliers are interesting… Potential Type IIIs
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 galaxy types…

First and second laws of thermodynamics… 



ALMA

Isella et al. 2016, ESO/NRAO/NAOJ

Boltzmann’s law: Twaste= (Lwaste/A𝜎)1/4  

ALMA: proto-planetary 
disk around binary 
system.



Conclusions

VLA 1.4GHz 

Advanced (Kardashev Type III) civilisations do not exist 
(or are extremely rare) in the local Universe (< 1E-5).  

 

Outliers in Galaxy scaling laws (e.g. IR-radio correlation) 
already place limits on contamination by adv. civilisations.

The sub-mm wavelength domain might provide an 
interesting extension to communication SETI searches.

FIR/sub-mm domain might be a good place to search for 
excess emission from energy efficient civilizations. 

Astronomical data is? contaminated by artificial emission 
generated by advanced ET civilisations at some level. 


